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a) QUESTION
(CONTEXT) + Jon-NOM cake-ACC bake-PST-INT [H%]

`Did Jon bake a cake?’

b) QUESTION
#(Context) + Jon-NOM cake-ACC bake-PST-INT-ko [H%]

`Is the question about whether Jon baked a cake or not?’

§ Previous SA: [QUESTION] Not Speaker à Speaker
§ Current SA: [QUESTION] Speaker à Hearer
§ Response: `Yes [No], that is [isn’t] the question.’

c) BIASED QUESTION
#(Context) + Jon-NOM cake-ACC bake-PST-INT-ko [LH%]

`Oh, so the question is whether Jon baked a cake or not?’

§ Response: `Yes [No], that is [isn’t] the question.’

d) BIASED ASSERTION
#(Context) + Jon-NOM cake-ACC bake-PST-INT-ko [HL%]

`Oh, so the question is whether Jon baked a cake or not.’

§ Previous SA: [QUESTION] Not Speaker à Speaker
§ Current SA: [ASSERTION]

e) REMINDING QUESTION
#(Context) + Jon-NOM cake-ACC bake-PST-INT-ko [LHL%]

`Again, did Jon bake a cake?’

§ Previous SA: [QUESTION] Not Hearer à Hearer
§ Current SA: [QUESTION] Speaker à Hearer

f) AUTHORITATIVE QUESTION
#(Context) + Jon-NOM cake-ACC bake-PST-INT-nikka [LHL%]

`Again, did Jon bake a cake?’

§ Previous SA: [QUESTION] Speaker à Speaker
§ Current SA: [QUESTION] Speaker à Hearer

1  Anchoring back to the speech acts 2  Commitment and bias

Type Source Bias Speech act Presupposed ∅

INT H% Hr Neutral QUESTION NA

INT -ko H% Hr Neutral QUESTION [QUESTION] ¬ Spkr à Spkr

INT -ko LH% Hr Presupposed ∅ QUESTION [QUESTION] ¬ Spkr à Spkr

INT -ko HL% Spkr Presupposed ∅ ASSERTION [QUESTION] ¬ Spkr à Spkr

INT -ko LHL% Spkr NA QUESTION [QUESTION]¬Hr à Hr

INT -nikka LHL% Spkr NA QUESTION [QUESTION] Spkr à Hr

INTERROGATIVE (from (1))

Type Source Bias Speech act Previous ∅
C L% Spkr Neutral C_SPEECH ACT NA

C -ko H% Hr Neutral QUESTION [SA] ¬ Spkr à Speaker

C -ko LH% Hr Presupposed ∅ QUESTION [SA] ¬ Spkr à Speaker

C -ko HL% Spkr Presupposed ∅ ASSERTION [SA] ¬ Spkr à Speaker
C -ko LHL% Spkr NA C_SPEECH ACT [SA] ¬ Hr à Hr
C -nikka LHL% Spkr NA C_SPEECH ACT [SA] Spkr à Hr

4 Proposal

DISCOURSE COMMITMENT and BIAS (Gunlogson 2002; 2008)

§ Common ground is a set of propositions related to the discourse
participants’ public beliefs, or discourse commitments (DC):
(2) CG{A,B} = <DCA, DCB>

§ (3) ∅ is a commitment in discourse context (C) of an agent A iff
commitment state of A (csA) is not empty and csA ∈ ∅

§ (4) Commitment source is a discourse agent who plausibly has
independent evidence supporting the content committed to

§ (5) C is biased toward ∅ iff ¬∅ is controversial in C and ∅ is not
controversial in C

(1) Interrogative in Korean

§ Sentence final particles (SFP) -ko and -nikka are similar to anaphors 
that anchor back to the common ground ((1b)-(1f)): 
“Propositional anaphoric particles” (à la Krfika (2014))

§ The interaction between SFP and the boundary intonation triggers 
presupposition of the previous speech acts

§ LH% and HL% has speaker bias
§ Commitment source: Speaker (L% ending), Hearer (H% ending)

5 Extension: Generalizability across clause types

DECLARATIVE / IMPERATIVE / EXHORTATIVE
EMPIRICAL FINDING

0.  Clause marker + ... + {H% / L%}: Participant’s commitment to ∅
1.  Clause marker + ... + {LH% / HL%}: Speaker bias

o Inquisitive/assertive rising declarative (Gunlogson 2002; Jeong 2018), 
biased question (Asher & Reese 2007)

2.  Clause marker + {ko/nikka} : Participant’s commitment to 𝕬∅

3.  Clause marker + {ko/nikka} + LHL%: “Meta-speech act”

COMMITMENT SPACE UPDATE WITH SPEECH ACT (Krifka 2015)

§ Update of commitment state (CG{A,B}) with speech act 𝔄∅:
(6) CG{A,B} + 𝔄∅ = CG{A,B} ∪ ∅

§ Commitment space development with a speech act 𝔄 by actor S1:
(7) < ..., CG{A,B}

S1 > + 𝔄S1= < ..., CG{A,B}
S1, [CG{A,B} + 𝔄]S1 >

§ <C, C_SPEECH ACT> = {<DECL, ASSERT>, <IMP, ORDER>, <EXH, SUGGEST>}

3  Commitment Phrase and Act Phrase
Adapted from Krifka (2015)
§ Commitment phrase (CmP): commitment (⊢) for head of CmP
§ Intonation as the realization of speech acts (Truckenbrodt 2015)

§ Act phrase (ActP): prosody for head of ActP; marks commitment source
§ ⟦...⟧S1S2: the speaker S1 and the addressee S2

Example:
(8) Did Jon bake a cake?
(9) ⟦[ActP [[Act° H% ] [CmP [[Cm° ⊢ ] [TP Jon baked a cake]]]]]⟧S1S2

= ⟦[Act° H% ]⟧S1S2(⟦[Cm° ⊢ ]⟧S1S2(⟦[TP Jon baked a cake]⟧S1S2)) 
, where ⟦[Cm° ⊢ ]⟧S1S2 = 𝜆p𝜆S[S ⊢ p]

⟦[Act° H% ]⟧S1S2 = 𝜆R𝜆<..., C*>[<..., C*, [C + R(S2)]S1>]
= 𝜆<..., C*>[<..., C*, [C + S2⊢’Jon baked a cake’] ∪

[C + S2⊢ ¬’Jon baked a cake’]S1>]
o ActP is higher than CmP; CmP is higher than TP
o Polar question

META-SPEECH ACT: actP LAYER

DERIVING COMMITMENT SOURCE AND BIAS

Key Assumptions

§ Speech Act Phrase (Speas & Tenny 2003): Speaker and Hearer at SPEC; SA 
as a phrase head

§ Extension from ActP and CmP phrase (Krifka 2015)

Proposal
§ A meta-speech act phrase (à la Cohen & Krifka 2014; Law et al. 

2018), namely actP, in reminiscent of vP-VP and saP-SAP 
hierarchy (Haegeman & Hill 2013)

(a) Commitment source = hearer è [C + R(S2)]S1

(b) No bias è [C + S2⊢ ∅] ∪ [C + S2⊢ ¬∅]S1

(a) INT + + H è [C + S2⊢ ∅] ∪ [C + S2⊢ ¬∅]S1

(b) INT + ko + H è [C + S2⊢ 𝔄∅] ∪ [C + S2⊢ ¬𝔄∅]S1

(c) INT + ko + LH è [C + S2⊢ 𝔄∅]S1

(d) INT + ko + HL è [C + S1⊢ 𝔄∅]S1

(e) INT + ko + LHL è [C + [C + S1⊢ 𝔄∅]]S1

(f) INT + ko + LHL è [C + [C + S1⊢ 𝔄∅]]S1

[actP [ActP [CmP [CP [TP ... ] C=clause marker] Cm° ] Act° ] anchor] act° ]

§ Deriving bias: compare (a-b) and (c-f)
§ Commitment to propositions: compare (a) and (b-f)
§ Deriving commitment source: compare (a-c) and (d-f)
§ Meta-speech act: compare (a-d) and (e-f)

(9) Jon-NOM bake-ACC cake-INT-KO [HL%]

§ ⟦ko⟧(∅) and ⟦nikka⟧(∅) 
will be defined iff 𝔄∅ ∈
√C (the most recent 
context)

§ ⟦ko⟧ or ⟦nikka⟧ with 
LHL% is similar to 
⟦again⟧, taking previous 
speech act as its argument

DERIVING THE PRESUPPOSITION OF SPEECH ACT


